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World League 2007
Pool C-Intercontinental Round

Match: 33  Date: 08.06.2007  Spectators: 9'870
City: Cairo
Hall: Stadium Complex Hall 1

Teams

Sets  1  2  3  4  5  Total

EGY  0  15  34  19  68
RUS  3  25  36  25  86

Set duration  0:25  0:37  0:25  1:27

Referees: Callens (BEL) & Deregnaucourt (FRA)

EGY • Egypt

1  Awad Hamdy  7
2  Ahmed Abdalla  6
4  Abd Elnaime Ahmed  18
6  L Al Aydy Wael  L L L
7  Abouel Hassan Ashraf  13
8  Youssef Saleh  2
11  Elnafrwy Mohamed  2
12  Badawy Mohamed  1
14  Shaarawy Hossam  6
16  Seif Elnasr Mohamed  6
17  Abdelkader Mahmood  6
18  El Daabousi Mohamed  6

Coach:  Rys Grzegorz (POL)
Assistant:  Zakaria Ahmed (EGY)

RUS • Russia

1  Korneev Alexander  1
2  Volkov Alexander  11
5  Abramov Pavel  15
6  Granikine Serguei  10
8  Berezhko Yuriy  2
9  Khamuttskikh Vadim  2
10  Danilov Roman  9
13  Ostapenko Alexei  9
14  Abrosimov Alexander  9
15  Tereshin Maxim  2
16  L Verbov Alexey  9
17  Matkovski Evgeny  9

Coach:  ALEKNO Vladimir (RUS)
Assistant:  PANCHENKO Youry (RUS)

TEAMS AND PLAYERS PERFORMANCES

Won
Pts
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No Name
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Won
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Spike

Block

Serve

Opp. error

Total

Best Scorer

46  95
16  28
11  23
7  16

4  Abd Elnaime Ahmed
8  Youssef Saleh
1  Awad Hamdy

5  40
3  6
2  6

2 Ahmed Abdalla
4 Abd Elnaime Ahmed

2  70
2  14

8 Youssef Saleh

15  205
86  219

18  45

4 Abd Elnaime Ahmed

15  37

5 Abramov Pavel

Starting line-up

Pts = Points scored

Atts = Attempts

nn  = Captain

L = Libero

Opp = Opponent
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